1131*.   To loed holland.
my DEAR lord,	Arlington Street, Aug. 2, 1766.
The moment after I had seen your son yesterday, I went bo the Duke of Richmond. He was gone to dine out of bown; I called again in the evening; but he was not returned. However as I found the Duchess alone, I spoke to her, as I could more freely even than to the Duke. I found by her that it would be impossible to persuade him bo ask any favour now; and indeed I suspected so before, for Mr. Conway and I have thought of and been trying everything that we thought could please him, and nothing has gone down at all. This morning I received your second letter, which forbids my pushing it any farther. I thank you for having been convinced how happy I should have been to have contributed to it, and to have pleased Lady Holland. What time, and absence from Lord Roekingham and Lord Johnl may do, I don't know; but at present the ill humour promises bad effects. The Duke of Bedford, thro5 Lord Tavistock, has directly offered himself to the Duke of Graf ton, desiring nothing for himself, and only places for Lord Gower, Rigby and Dick VernonJ. I have bold this to the Duke of Richmond, and showed him that the farther they carry their resentment, the more it will push Pitt to the Bedfords, and even facilitate his taking them: the consequence of which would be, that the Duke of Richmond would have nothing left to resort to, but the two amiable Grenville brothers.
Lord John seems to me to have a little of the madness that has been so much in their blood. Without the smallest provocation, and living upon the best terms with the Duke
letter  1181*.—Not  in   0.;   re-	1 Lord John Cavendish,
printed from Letters to Henry Fox,	2 See note 2 on letter to Mann of
Lord Holland, edited  by  Earl  of	Feb. 2,1752.
Ilchester.

